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Students of Boise State University
Democrats rally for candidates

By Andy Beason
The Arbiter

Three candidates, and one campaign staff member, crowded of supporters last Thursday at the Jordan Ballroom, hosted by the Idaho Chapter of the Democratic Party. The gubernatorial candidate Jerry Brady, Senate candidate Earl Bentz, and Congressional candidate Bruce Paardy, along with Superint endent of Public Instruction candidate Matt Schweitzer, spoke to the audience and fielded questions and answer session.

The candidates, facing a friendly crowd of Democrat supporters, wanted to time criticizing their Republican opponents, attacked the Republicans for failing to improve schools, taking economic lead-

Day of Dead celebrates life, honors death

By Jessica Adams
The Arbiter

Organisation of Latino Americans (OELA) recently presented its annual Day of the Dead event to honor the ancestors and loved ones who have passed away. This year's celebration was held on Nov. 2.

One of the main attractions of the event was a large altar display in the SUB, which featured various pictures, candles, and colorful offerings. The altar was designed to represent the spirit world and serve as a reminder of the importance of respecting and honoring our ancestors.

OELA members will commemorate their heroes with an altar display in the Student Union Scodle Lounge on Oct. 29.

The middle panel is a painting of a spirit walking down a hallway with a mask on its face, and the top panel shows human depictions of skulls and skeletons with sugar skulls placed in front of them.

Since 1926, the Day of the Dead has been celebrated in Mexico and has gained popularity in other countries around the world. It is a time to remember and honoring the dead, and the two traditions are combined to create a unique cultural celebration.

The celebration involves decorating altars with offerings, such as food, candles, and dried flowers, to symbolize the return of the deceased spirits.

OELA members hope to bring awareness to the Day of the Dead and encourage others to learn more about this important cultural tradition.

Counseling director welcomes challenge

Three-part plan stresses department interdependence

By Christia Latta
The Arbiter

Tom Schlapper, Boise State's new executive director of Health, Welfare, Counseling Services, has a vision.

"We need to foster an atmosphere of support for the whole student," Schlapper said.

"It's all interrelated," Schlapper said.
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By Sarah Bednar
The Arbiter

Ferd Schlapper, Boise State's new executive director of Health, Welfare, Counseling Services, has a vision.

"We need to foster an atmosphere of support for the whole student," Schlapper said.

"It's all interrelated," Schlapper said.
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by Andrea Troja

Play Director:

Dozens, a Boise State basketball player,_intervals_ from_Boise_City. The company manufactures and sells bracelets, you know, and theyภายใต้ The city. The company leaders have been raising awareness during a church service in a growing com-

pany. They have raised millions in the past, but they say they're not interested in taking over the market. Instead, they're focusing on providing tax relief to poorer Americans. The current administration has been accused of ignoring issues like affordable housing and health care, and the president has said he doesn't think the government can make an investment in those areas. Instead, he believes private enterprises should take the lead. The state's LB1 votes have been passed in the House, 418 to 0, and it looks like lawmakers in both parties are willing to prioritize economic development.

Many civic organizations have expressed concern about the president's plans for GO B.I.G.'s mission to help motivate, inspire and reach people on a larger scale. The company's goal is to get more people involved in the organization's efforts.

The company's only competition is a small business that makes stretch bands for $0.75 each. Blinken cited his experience in athletics as ambassador to Belgium and has evolved from a concept into a growing company with economic poten-

tial. The company manufactures and sells bracelets. Blinken also supports the state's经济发展 and is working to reach out to the general public. The company is developing a website to support the organization, and it is working with the Boise State University. The company also supports a scholarship program for students who contribute their services to GO B.I.G.
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The company's goal is for GO B.I.G. to become a self-sufficient, full-time enterprise, providing jobs for people in a large city. The company has also expanded to include providing for other sports and educational speaking engagements.
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Justice, integrity are empty concepts

"Conformity in conduct or obligations, rectitude; honesty, integrity is another word that comes to mind."

The differing points of view with regard to justice, like law, or what we just know is right, are the core of the conflict that divides our country into individual states and proposes a division between Republican and Democrat administrations. The entire country is divided as to what constitutes an issue and how to apply it. Our legal and law justice are purely implicit concepts that are misunderstood by many people.

We all understand natural law and justice from that certain point of view. The law is either the only one that counts, or it's not. The measurers used to assign value to those taboos differ, according to experience. And there is no question that certain moral references exist.

In our society, I'm not sure what attitude is in effect when hearing, clothing and teaching Charles Manson is considered a taboo, whereas eating with children is not. We all understand natural law and justice, but they may be the little giant law that is equal to our own. The natural law and justice are difficult to nail down, for they are somewhat imprecise virtues, and we all know that justice requires retribution on those principles are divided as to what justice is, requires retribution. That step is when students have maximum institutional resources and are not always as critical to their future as what they do in the present, according to culture. And so, I see it in literature at least, am unwilling to do. It requires retribution, that is a subjective infringement on their back, or because they lied to so-and-so to get them off their back, or because they wanted to be bothered? It's just a tool to be used when they have all the time in the world.
Christensen should check facts before endorsing Guest Opinion

By Jerry Helgeson Assistant city editor

Justin Christensen seems to have mistaken a Stable's character from the cartoon show "The Simpsons" for one of the lead candidates for U.S. Senate. Sadly, he also seems to believe that Mr. Luna and Dr. Howard are two of the lead candidates for U.S. Senate.

Said to have been confirmed by independent sources, Mr. Luna and Dr. Howard are not even running for the Senate.

Remember, just because a person is famous, it does not mean he or she is an appropriate candidate for public office.

Mr. Luna is a current member of the Colorado Legislature, Dr. Howard is a local professor.

Endorsements for public office should be based on the qualifications of the candidate, not on his or her celebrity status.

If Mr. Luna and Dr. Howard are not qualified to run for public office, then who is?

If you want to hear a real candidate for public office, make sure to check the endorsements of the Stable's editorial board.

We recommend you support Mr. Luna for the Senate.
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San Jose State—this year’s surprise contender?

By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter

For Hill and the San Jose State football team, this year’s three-win total is already surpassed. Last year’s opener was Decatur, and this year’s opener is Boise State. The Spartans are hoping to have another shot at the Broncos.

“I mean, we’ve got to be happy to be home this year,” head coach Fitz Hill said.

This season, the Spartans have already surpassed last year’s three-win total. This year, San Jose State has an enrollment of 27,000 students, is in the third-largest city in California with more than 900,000 residents, but is still unable to come close to filling their 30,456-seat stadium.

Student attendance, though, will bring one of the top offenses in the country. The Spartans are averaging more than 46 points per game, and have the best passing efficiency rating in the nation at 171.5. Boise State’s defense is first in the WAC and second in the nation with 34 yards per kickoff return.

“Boise doesn’t turn over the ball,” Hill said.

Certainly you would like to give him a chance to have the ball, the better off you’re going to be.”

Boise State’s Brock Forsey, an all-purpose player, has shown he can take the ball several times a game,” Hill said.

“We can flat run, anywhere he touches the ball he’s a threat.”

“Certainly you would like to give him a chance to have the ball, the better off you’re going to be.”

On the other side of the ball, the Spartans’ defensive backfield has been one of the most dependable units this season, with six interceptions this season. San Jose State is ranked first in the WAC, and second in the nation with 34 yards per kickoff return.
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“A team that does that is ranked first in the nation and one that does that is second,” Hill said.
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Philip Perry both received WAC player-of-the-week honors earlier this season, earning his third one for the Spartans.

After playing in front of a record crowd in last Friday night’s 52-1 win over Fresno State, the Broncos will play a much different environment the Saturday.

The Spartans might be excited to be back home, but they averaged only 10,397 fans in their home games last season. San Jose’s 27,000 seat stadium is second-largest in the conference, Hill and the Spartans are well aware of Boise State’s offensive strength.
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By Janel Grimshaw

Utah State cut a non-conference game into an animated,” said USU head coach Gary L. Allred in a press conference after the match. “I think it is a good opportunity for the team to build on our confidence and to work on some things that we need to improve.”
Festival to celebrate low brass sounds

By Robert Niel
The Arbiter

When you think of October, what comes to mind? It is thoughts of Halloween, the World Series, or German festivals dedicated to good beer and bratwursts? This month, we think of tuba festivals. That is why Octubafest has come to Boise. Fischer said.

This month carried over to next year's work. Among the first of two new series of cast bronze pieces is a piece called "Organic Productions." Created by sculpting was almost immediate. "I love that kind of process, because in the end you know exactly what you are seeing," Fischer said.

The pieces are made of metal, all pulling off of different dimensions, leaving gaps of negative space which are an interesting part of the metal itself. The pieces imply abstract forms and entities, making the metal itself, or the negative space, a part of the sculpture. When it comes to BSU, he said, "I don't know exactly how they use the metal, but I'm trying to make use of the unpredictability of it."

During his time at BSU, he is also creating pieces using wood steamer, which took his work toward more organic forms. These Fox said it's easier to identify that in retrospect. "It's evolution is the right word," he said. "You get to see how things evolve, including my art-work, so I'm trying to evolve in that process."

"That was something that was interesting to me," Fox said.

"We'll see." This year's Octubafest isn't just solos. The concerts will be held in the Morrison Center for the Performing Arts, starting on Sunday, Oct. 20 at 4 p.m., and Tuesday shows begin at 7:30 p.m. - performances may be included. For more information call 465-2252 or through their website www.nampaciviccenter.com. Tickets will also be available one hour before shows times at the door. Ticket information in Boise can be obtained by calling 362-3144 or contacting any band member for ticket purchase.
SP offers free flicks

By Sandy Sang

Midterms, papers, presentations, projects...it's the first quarter of the school year and everyone is starting to get a little overwhelmed. So, wherever you are, if you're studying late into the night or have just spent the whole day in class, consider taking a break and enjoying a free movie. Tonight, Oct. 18, the Student Programs Board will screen a free comedy and drama with a touch of romance. The movie begins at 7:30 p.m. in the Center Library, and is free to all students with their I.D.

"It could be a huge thing," said Mr. John Gaff, SP director, about tonight's movie. "It begins with three young women who are trying to get into a movie that is at capacity. The three friends talk to each other about different things that happened in their lives. These girls take turns telling their stories and are then interrupted by a boy. The boy is confused and thinks that the girls are implying he is that guy. But they realize that the boy is important and important things have been happening in their lives."

This movie, "The Wedding Singer," is a romantic comedy and drama, directed by Marc Lawrence. Lawrence is also known for directing "The Birdcage" and "Blue Knight." "The Wedding Singer" stars Sarah Jessica Parker and Adam Sandler, who play the young girl and boy. "This movie has been very successful at the box office, and the audience is always interested in the actors, Sandler and Parker," Gaff added. "They are always involved in the movie and the audience enjoys their antics."

This movie is the first of several events that SP is planning for the fall. The Student Programs Board is responsible for bringing many events to campus each month. "We try to make the events enjoyable for people," Gaff said. "We want to make sure that people know about the events, and we try to make sure that the events are successful."

For more information, you can contact Mr. Gaff at 469-2323.